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1.Which statement about Cisco StackWise technology is true?
A. All switches in a stack share configuration and routing information to behave as a single unit
B. Removing switches can affect stack performance
C. Only the master switch acts as a forwarding processor
D. Every switch in a stack has its own independent ...configuration file, which enables it to become the
stack master if the previous master fails
Answer: D
2.Refer to the exhibit.

Which two statements are true regarding prefix 10.1.0.0/24? (Choose two.)
A. The prefix is in policy, and Cisco PfR rerouted the traffic via 10.4.5.3 Et0/1 because of an OOP event.
B. Cisco PfR is monitoring the prefix via passive NetFlow mode only.
C. Cisco PfR is monitoring the prefix via active, fast, or active throughput IP SLA probe mode only.
D. The prefix is in policy, and Cisco PfR did not reroute the traffic via 10.4.5.3 Et0/1 because the traffic
was previously in policy.
E. Cisco PfR is monitoring the prefix via mode monitor, which provides both NetFlow and IP SLA
measurements.
Answer: DE
3.Which feature can mitigate hung management sessions?
A. Control Plane Policing
B. the service tcp-keepalives-in and service tcp-keepalives-out command
C. the service tcp-small servers command
D. vty line ACLs
Answer: B
4.For which reason can two OSPF neighbor routers on the same LAN segment be stuck in the two-way
state?
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A. The two routers have different MTUs on the interface.
B. The two routers are configured with different priorities.
C. The interface priority is set to zero on both routers.
D. Both routers have the same OSPF router ID.
Answer: C
5.Which option is an example of SaaS?
A. Google Apps
B. Amazon AWS
C. Google App Engine
D. Microsoft Azure
Answer: A
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